
Containers can reduce infrastructure cost, enhance 

scalability, provide better security and have many 

other advantages. But to realize the benefits, your 

strategy has to be contextual to your application 

and business of goals.  

Are containers and AKS right for you?  How would you know? 
Containers, Kubernetes and AKS are complex, but they don't have to be. Application 

containerization has many benefits — but for some workloads, they aren’t a silver 

bullet. With expert and contextual guidance upfront, you can move forward with 

confidence. Give your team the foundation, strategy and roadmap for success. 

AKS ACCELERATOR  
CONTAINER MODERNIZATION ANALYSIS & STRATEGY  

InCycle’s AKS Analysis & Strategy Accelerator provides all the key components required to 

develop and define an a sound implementation plan. This engagement uniquely 

combines a portfolio review, cloud adoption readiness analysis, and in-depth interviews 

with technical and business stakeholders. The goal is to fast-track your team onto the right 

path with an optimized containerization strategy and roadmap. 

START RIGHT 

CONTAINERS & CONTEXT 

BEST STRATEGY? 

ACTIONABLE! 
Beyond key concepts, a strategy and roadmap 

includes an architecture that considers 

management of resources, application 

performance, reliability, and portability. Taking all 

guess work out of implementation! 

Using a container is easy. But the more containers 

you have, the more challenging and difficult it is to 

develop and implement the right containerization 

strategy — for your business. 

Not all applications are right for containers. 

Containers may make a simple applications more 

complex. Other times, a PaaS strategy is a better 

fit. An analysis aligns workloads with best strategy. 

“We had ideas, options and opportunity. We just didn’t know which way to go. Every time we 
looked at the problem, we had a different answer. InCycle’s Analysis and Strategy Accelerator 

helped us make sense of it all”. 

InCycle Customer 
Healthcare  

STRATEGY & ROADMAP 

AKS ACCELERATOR PHASES 

InCycle is an award-winning digital transformation 

company. Recognized for industry leadership and 

customer impact, InCycle is a three-time recipient of 

the prestigious Microsoft Partner of the Year (2017-19). 

GET STARTED 
Start accelerating your AKS container strategy today! Contact us at: info@incyclesoftware.com 

or visit our website at: www.incyclesoftware.com to learn more. Call 1(800) 565-0510 for 

immediate assistance. 

https://www.incyclesoftware.com/aks-azure-kubernetes-service-containerization-analysis-and-strategy

